CREATE YOUR

OWN LOOK

This is the fun part because you simply can’t go wrong. Every color in this
palette works beautifully together, so just pick the ones that move you
most—as many or as few as you like. Use these colors as a guide when
shopping for home décor to complete your look.

*Interior use only

color collections

designed for room-to-room harmony

The Perfect combination
to transform your home

RR 01 Majolica Green SW 0013

RR 06 Pewter Tankard SW 0023

RR 11 Creamy SW 7012

RR 16 Olive Grove SW 7734

RR 02 Antiquity SW 6402

RR 07 Craft Paper SW 6125

RR 12 Anjou Pear SW 6381

RR 17 Outerbanks SW 7534

RR 03 Copen Blue SW 0068

DESIGNER COLORs AND
EXPERT PRODUCTS

RR 08 Cascade Green SW 0066

*RR 13 White Raisin SW 7685

RR 18 Smokey Topaz SW 6117

FOR MORE
Design options
EXPRESS Your personal
st yle with these beautiful
wallpaper and Wall Art
Collections that coordinate
perfectly with our exclusive
color collections
Whether you want something more bold and
modern or understated and classic, our
designers have selected a variety of different
textures, patterns and colors to suit your
personal style.

RR 04 Muslin SW 6133

RR 09 Independent Gold SW 6401

RR 14 Peristyle Brass SW 0043

RR 19 Cocoon SW 6173

Rustic refined
PAINT & WALLPAPER

Be sure to check out our HGTV HOMETM by
Sherwin-Williams Wallpaper book to explore
all of the patterns, textures and wall art.
sherwin-williams.com/hgtvhome

RR 05 Homestead Brown SW 7515

RR 10 Brandywine SW 7710

RR 15 Bittersweet Stem SW 7536

RR 20 Bracing Blue SW 6242

Due to the printing process, actual paint colors may vary from the photographs shown in this brochure.
HGTV and HGTV HOME are trademarks or registered trademarks of Scripps Networks LLC
in the United States and/or other countries. Used under license.
©2014 The Sherwin-Williams Company. CS 01/14

150-9017

romantic
timeless
natural

Rustic refined

romantic timeless natural

Ever wanted to live in a Tuscan villa or a ranch set in the heart of the Arizona
desert? Create that feeling by choosing a down-to-earth palette inspired by
sunbaked adobe, Italian stucco and sandstone. Choose brighter tones for
optimistic appeal or add romance by combining warm tones of umber, copper
and earthen clay.

Coordinate

your color transitions

Great design reflects your personality and taste. But sometimes you want a
sense of tranquility and other times, more drama. Using the tips listed below,
the coordinating colors in this palette allow you to change the mood and feel
but still achieve a unified look. Go bold, strike a balance or be subtle. That’s
the beauty of using a perfectly chosen palette throughout your home.

get inspired by

rooms we love

1

BALANCED

SUBTLE

*All Trim Creamy
1

2

3

1. pattern # 441-5564
2. pattern # 441-5595
3. pattern # 441-5561

2.	Cascade Green / walls
	Creamy / trim

3. White Raisin / family room
	Brandywine / dining room
	Independent Gold / pantry
	Creamy / trim
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BOLD

Wallcoverings shown:

1.	Outerbanks / walls
	Antiquity / foyer

“The sky is the soul of all scenery. It makes the earth lovely
at sunrise and splendid at sunset. In the one it breathes over
the earth a crystal-like ether, in the other a liquid gold.”
Thomas Cole (painter, born 1801)

If a life without drama leaves you wanting, seek no further.
This look makes a striking statement instantly. By combining
bolder shades with their more neutral counterparts, you can
effortlessly create a space high on impact.

A balanced look is inviting. It accommodates different moods
and tastes. Start with a couple of neutral shades that will serve
as your base. Pepper with bolder accent colors for a lively surge
of intensity. Once you’ve nailed down what works in one room,
maintain the balance throughout.

Do you view your home—or certain rooms within it—as your
sanctuary? Tranquility is right at hand when you stick to shades
that are similar in tone and saturation. Apply to walls, trim and
ceilings for a soothing yet sophisticated look, inviting a sense
of relaxation.

Colors we used:*

Colors we used:*

Colors we used:*

Anjou Pear
Brandywine
Homestead Brown

Cascade Green
Independent Gold
Smokey Topaz

White Raisin
Outerbanks
Copen Blue

DON’T BE AFRAID TO USE DARK COLORS
Dark rooms and walls enhance all the other colors in the space.
You’ll be surprised with the results. You can achieve the same
effect by adding dark or bold accessories around the room.

REINVENT YOUR FURNITURE
Try painting furniture to tie a color scheme together from room
to room, or paint the inside of a bookcase, armoire, or buffet a
dark color. Make sure the surface is paintable and follow proper
surface prep techniques before tackling such a project.

RETHINK WHITE CEILINGS
Most of us tend to paint the ceiling white. Believe it or not,
painting your ceiling a shade or two lighter or the same color as
your walls makes the space feel more expansive. Try it out.
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